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S&P Global Platts Analytics today is ….

More Integrated

- Crude Oil
- Natural Gas
- Electric Power
- Natural Gas Liquids (NGLS)
- Metals
- Agriculture
- Petro-chemicals
- Shipping
- Coal

With more global coverage

- Insight
- Shape shifting
- Areas of challenges
- Turning tide
- The Chinese dream
- Changing lanes
- Customs Data

and more Innovative.

- Satellite data
- Weather information
- Well monitoring
- Ship Tracking
- Machine Learning
How are Platts Analytics analysts utilizing JODI data?

Products Utilizing JODI Data

- Crude Commodity Flow dataset
- World Energy Demand Model
- Short Term Energy Demand
- Country-level gas balances
- Scenario Planning Service
How can JODI further improve the confidence-in and use of JODI data?

Metrics Watched by Platts Analytics

- **Consistency**: JODI figures consistent with official government figures
- **Frequency**: Reliable Reporting Intervals
- **Granularity**: Stretch further downstream and into power sector
Driven by analytics, powered by fundamentals